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ABSTRACT 
It is beneficial for the safe and optimal operation of 
system and energy conservation to find out and 
eliminate the faults existing in HVAC systems in time. 
For a large-scale and complex HVAC system, an 
automatic fault detection and diagnosis system is 
needed to ensure it to operate safely and reliably. 
Principal component analysis (PCA) approach has 
been used to detect and recover sensor faults in 
central chilling system through simulation data. 
However, it is found that sensor validation index 
(SVI) of PCA cannot identify the flow meter fault in 
the system. This paper explains the phenomenon in 
terms of the collinearity among flow meters in central 
chilling system. A novel approach, wavelet transform, 
is presented to identify the faults of flow meter as a 
substitute for SVI of PCA. Because of the good 
property of wavelet in local time-frequency, the 
approach can detect various variations in a sensor 
signal, such as ramp, step, and discontinuity. Thus, it 
is capable to identify the faults of flow meter in 
central chilling system. Some examples are given to 
show its ability of fault isolation for flow meters. 
 
INTRODUCTION 

Not only faults existing in a HVAC system are 
harmful for the safe and optimal operation of system, 
but also cause energy waste and increase energy cost. 
It goes beyond the capacity of a man to find out the 
faults existing in a HVAC system in time. Therefore, 
it is desirable to develop suitable approach of 
automatic fault detection and diagnosis (AFDD) for 
HVAC systems. 

A fault is defined as a departure from an 
acceptable range of an observed variable or 
calculated parameter associated with a system. Fault 
detection and diagnosis can be defined as a search for 
the causal origin of an observed pattern of abnormal 
system behavior (Steven H. Rich, et al., 1989). The 
process of fault detection and diagnosis includes four 
steps: fault detection, observing various malfunctions 
in a system; fault isolation, identifying and analyzing 
the causes of a fault; fault evaluation, evaluating the 
magnitude and effect of a fault on the system; and 
fault decision, deciding how to deal with the faults 
observed (Rolf Isermann, 1984).  

Faults can be classified into two categories, 
component fault and sensor fault, according to the 
location of fault. Sensor fault includes bias, shift, 
precisions degradation and complete failure.  Many 
studies have been conducted on fault detection and 
diagnosis in HVAC system in recent years, especially 
on component fault detection and diagnosis, e.g. scale 
in coil and leakage of valve (Darius Ngo, et al., 1999; 
Arthur L. Dexter, et al., 2001; Philip Haves, et al., 
1996), faults in chiller (Meli Stylianou, et al., 1996; 
Henk C. Peitsmaan, et al., 1996; Hiroaki Tsutsui, et 
al., 1996; Mclntosh, et al., 2000), and faults of AHU 
(Won-Yong Lee, et al., 1996(a), 1996(b), (1997); Satu 
H. Karki, et al., 1999). However, little attention has 
been focused on sensor fault detection and diagnosis 
although it is important as a base of component fault 
detection and diagnosis. Only a few approaches, such 
as linear regression technique (Won-Yong Lee, et al., 
1997) and artificial neural network (Chen, et al., 
2001), are presented to detect and diagnosis sensor 
fault in HVAC systems. 

Principal component analysis (PCA) was 
proposed by Wang and Chen (2004) to detect and 
diagnose sensor the faults in a central chilling system, 
shown in Figure 1. An index called as SPE (squared 
prediction error) and an index called as SVI (sensor 
validation index) were used to detect fault and 
identify fault respectively. If SPE exceeded its 
confident limit, a fault occurs in the sensors of the 
system, and then SVI of each sensor is used to judge 
weather the senor is faulty or not. The sensor is 
probably faulty if its SVI approaches to zero. 
Otherwise, if the SVI approaches to unity, the sensor 
is normal. However, it is found that, when a 
temperature sensor is faulty, only the SVI of the 
faulty temperature sensor approaches zero and the 
SVIs of all other sensors approach to 1. But when a 
flow meter is faulty, the SVIs of all flow meters 
approach to zero although the SVIs of all temperature 
sensors really approach to 1. This result illustrates 
that the fault identification index, SVI is capable to 
identify the temperature sensor faults, but not capable 
to identify the flow meter faults in the system. The 
result also indicates that PCA approach can only 
detect all flow meter faults but not determine which 
flow meter is faulty on earth. 
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In this paper, a novel approach, wavelet transform, 
is presented to identify the flow meter faults in the 
central chilling systems. Section 2 first explains the 
fault collinearity among flow meter in the central 
chilling system, which leads to the incapability of 
SVIs of PCA in identifying the flow meter faults. 
Section 3 introduces the fundamental principle of 
wavelet transform. Section 4 shows the partial results 
of flow meter fault identification using wavelet 
transform approach. 
 
FAULT COLLINEARITY AMONG FLOW 
METER 

Figure 1 is the schematic of the typical 
primary-secondary chilling plant of the 
air-conditioning system supervised and controlled by 
building management system (BMS). The chillers 
supply chilled water to terminal air-handling units of 
a building (AHU). The chilled water system is 
separated into primary and secondary loops by a 
decoupling bypass line. In the primary loop, multiple 
chillers are employed and configured in parallel. 
Each chiller has an associated constant flow pump 
(primary pump). Usually, but not always, the 
secondary chilled water pumps are speed-variable. 
They are usually controlled to maintain the 
differential pressure of the chilled water at the supply 
water side within a certain range. Two-way control 
valves are used to modulate the chilled water flow 
through individual AHU terminals. Variation of total 
building cooling load is reflected in the flow rate in 
the secondary loop. Bypass chilled water flows in 
either “positive” or “negative” direction, depending 
on the difference between the circulation flow rates in 
the primary and the secondary loops. As building 
cooling load varies, the number of chillers (and 
primary pumps) required to operate may also vary. 
This results in the cycling-on or –off of different 
chiller at different time. 

The BMS monitoring sensors in the chilling plant 
are also shown in Figure 1. They include the building 
supply water flow meter (Msb), building supply and 
return temperature sensors (Tbs, Tbr) , temperature 
sensor in the common return chilled water to chillers 
(Tchr), individual chiller flow meters and supply 
chilled water temperature sensors (Ms (j), Ts(j)), and 
bypass flow meter (Mbp). There are also some other 
monitoring points in the building central chilling 
system, but they are not included in the study of this 
paper. 

For the system shown as Figure 1, according to 
the law of mass conservation, the relationship among 
the measured flow variables can be expressed as 
equation (1). 
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chiller and is defined as follows, 
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Mbp is maybe positive or negative. If the chilled water 
in bypass pipe flows from supply pipe to return pipe, 
Mbp is positive. Otherwise, it is negative (as shows as 
Figure1). It is assumed that a fault, mδ , occurs on 
building supply flow meter, that is, the real value of 
building supply flow should be mM s δ−  although 
its reading or output is Ms. Substituting mM s δ−  
into equation (1) can give,  
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Equation (2) can be rearranged as follows, 
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Equation (3) can be regarded as that the bypass flow 
meter has a fault of mδ while the building supply 
flow meter is normal. Thus, there is the identical 
effect with the case when the building supply flow 
meter has a fault of mδ while the bypass flow meter 
is normal. 

Equation (2) can be rearranged again as follows. 
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It can also be viewed as that the Nth chiller supply 
flow meter has a fault of mδ−  while building 
supply flow meter is normal. Thus, under this 
situation, there is the same effect as both above cases. 
So, a conclusion can be reached that a fault occurring 
in certain flow meter can be viewed as the fault with 
the same magnitude happening in one of the other 
flow meters. This kind of phenomenon among flow 
meters is called as the fault collinearity. The essential 
reason why the flow meter fault cannot be identified 
by SVI of PCA lies in the collinear relationship 
among them. 

From the viewpoint of geometrical meaning of 
PCA, the phenomenon can be interpreted as that all 
flow variables in a system are collinear in 
multidimensional space due to the linear relationship 
among them. That is, the fault directions of all flow 
meters are identical or inverse. Of course, they are 
not completely collinear due to the existence of 
measuring noise, but the angles among the fault 
directions are very small. Thus, the fault directions of 
all flow meters in this system are almost collinear. 
This collinearity leads to incorrect fault 
reconstruction as PCA is applied on the detection and 
diagnosis of flow meter fault. The SVIs for all flow 
meters approach to zero when a fault occurs in 
certain flow meter. Therefore, the flow meter fault is 
unidentifiable for PCA. 
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Figure 1 Schematic of the central chilling system 
 

Since the SVI of PCA is invalid for the identification 
of flow meter faults, a novel isolating method should 
be developed to identify the flow meter faults in the 
central building central chilling system. The 
variations of a signal can be observed timely through 
wavelet transform owe to its good property of local 
time-frequency, and be applied to identify the faults. 
The fundamental of wavelet transform and its 
application for flow meter fault isolation is described 
as fellows. 

FUNDAMENTAL OF WAVELET ANALYSIS 
Fourier transform (FT) is widely used in signal 

analysis and image processing. The essential of FT is 
to transform a signal into a summation of sinusoidal 
signals at different frequencies. FT first transforms a 
signal in time domain into that in frequency domain 
and then analyzes the changes of signal according to 
the information in frequency domain. However, 
because all information in time domain is lost during 
the transforming process from time domain to 
frequency domain, even if a change was found in 
frequency domain, one does not know when the 
change takes place, especially in transient signal, 
there often are many variations, such as ramp, step, or 
discontinuity, which are all very important 
information for signal analysis. Therefore, FT is not 
the best approach for analysis of transient signal. 

In order to improve the performance of FT, 
short-time Fourier transform (STFT) is developed to 
process signal. STFT divides a signal into many 
segments in time domain; implement carries out 
Fourier transform on each segment of the signal and 
then observes the variations of signal in frequency 
domain in each segment to achieve signal analysis. 
The variation of the signal in time domain can be 
observed by comparing the difference among the 

segments in frequency domain. So, STFT can 
observe the variation of a signal in time domain and 
frequency domain at the same time. However, the 
precision of STFT is related to the length of segment 
(time interval) and thus is very low if the interval is 
too large. It is virtually a compromise between time 
domain and frequency domain. On the other hand, 
once time interval is selected, STFT uses the same 
time interval to analyze signal for all frequencies. As 
a matter of fact, to meet the precision of analysis, 
time interval should be determined flexibly according 
to frequency. 

Wavelet transform (WT), also called as wavelet 
analysis, is a kind of variable window technology, 
which uses a shorter time interval to analyze the 
high-frequency components of a signal and longer 
one to analyze the low-frequency components of the 
signal. Wavelet transform overcomes the 
disadvantage of Fourier transform and has favorable 
local time-frequency characteristics. It is applicable 
to analyze instantaneous signal or time-varying signal. 
When sensor fault takes place, the output signal of 
the sensor varies instantaneously or with time. 
Therefore, wavelet transform is capable to identify 
sensor fault in building central chilling system. 
 
Definition of wavelet 

)(2 RL  denotes the set consisting of squared 
integral functions. If )()( 2 RL∈tψ  and satisfy 

∞<= ∫
∞+

∞−
ω

ω
ωψ

ψ dC
2)(ˆ

         (5) 

then )(tψ  is called basic function or mother wavelet. 
In equation (5), )(ˆ ωψ  is Fourier transform of 

)(tψ .   
According to equation (5), 0)0(ˆ =ψ  comes into 
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existence. So,  

0)( =∫
+∞

∞−
dttψ                  (6)  

Wavelet families can be gotten after mother 
wavelet is scaled and shifted. That is, 

)(1)(, a
bt

a
tba

−
= ψψ ,         (7) 

where, )(, tbaψ  is the wavelet family formed 
through scaling and shifting the mother wavelet, 

)(tψ , a  is a scale factor related to frequency. The 
lower a  is, the higher the frequency is, vice versa, 
and b  is a shift factor related to time. 

Many wavelet families have been developed, 
including Haar wavelets, Daubechies wavelets, 
Biorthogonal wavelets, Coiflets wavelets, Symlets 
wavelets, Morlet wavelets, Mexican Hat wavelets, 
and Meyer wavelets, etc. In this study, Daubechies 
wavelets are used to identify sensor fault in building 
central chilling system. 

Wavelet transform 
Wavelet transform includes continuous wavelet 

transform (CWT) and discrete wavelet transform 
(DWT). Wavelet transform of signal )(tf  is 
defined as 

∫
∞+

∞−

−
= dt

a
bttf

a
bafW )()(1),)(( ψψ   (8) 

where, )(tψ  is conjugate function of )(tψ . If 
inner product 〉〈 gf ,  is defined as 

 ∫
+∞

∞−
=〉〈 dxxgxfgf )()(,         (9) 

then equation (7) can be expressed as 
〉〈= bafbafW ,,),)(( ψψ         (10) 

Equation (8) is called as continuous wavelet 
transform if values of a  and b  are continuous. 
Calculating CWT coefficients of signal needs awful 
computation and is time-consumed. In order to easily 
implement the computation of wavelet transform, the 
values of a  and b  should be are limited. It turns 
out that if a  and b is selected as the power of two, 
then the computation become accurate and much 
more efficient. That is, 
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where, m  and n  are integer. Substituting 
equation (10) into equation (7) gives,  
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Then, equation (9) can be expressed as 
〉〈= nmfnmfW ,,),)(( ψψ          (13) 

Similar to Fourier transform, inverse wavelet 
transform is also existed. That is, original signal can 
be reconstructed by its wavelet transform coefficients. 
Inverse wavelet transform is expressed as follows. 

db
a
datbafW

C
tf ba 2, )(]),)([(1)( ∫ ∫
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= ψψ

ψ

   (14) 

The essence of wavelet transform is to 
decompose a signal into many sub-signals under the 
wavelet families through scaling and shifting mother 
wavelet. Wavelet coefficients at various frequencies 
are the reflection of signal variation at those 
frequencies and corresponding time. The larger the 
coefficient is, the larger the variation of signal is at 
that frequency. High-frequency coefficient of signal 
at the time when an abrupt variation occurs is 
obviously larger than those at others time. Therefore, 
high-frequency coefficient is a reflection of transient 
of a signal. Through monitoring the variation of 
high-frequency coefficient of a sensor output signal, 
the sensor fault can be detected and isolated. In 
contrast, low-frequency coefficient gives the identity 
of signal and is a reflection of signal trend. Therefore, 
the high-frequency coefficient shows the details of 
signal, which is called as details. The low-frequency 
coefficient shows the approximation of a signal, 
which is called as approximations. 

TEST AND VALIDATION OF WAVELET 
TRANSFORM APPROACH 
Generation of measurement data 

Wang (1998) developed the dynamic simulation 
program of the chilling system (shown in Figure 1 on 
the platform of TRNSYS (A Transient System 
Simulation Program). In this study, some revisions 
are made for the purpose of validating the sensor 
fault detection and diagnosis for the chilling system, 
described in Wang and Chen (2004). The 
measurement data of flow meters in the system are 
collected by the simulation on the dynamic 
simulation program to test the validity of wavelet 
transform approach in identifying the flow meter 
fault. The simulation of each time is the operation 
period of four continuous days. The simulation is 
involved in a period of significant changing in 
building cooling loads so as to cover a wide range of 
the process behavior. The simulation time step is five 
seconds. The simulation-input data (the building 
cooling load) used is selected from a day in 
mid-summer. Data from a simulated operation period 
of four continuous days can be collected. The data is 
collected at the sampling interval of one minute and 
recorded in the TRNSYS output files. Five thousand 
seven hundred and sixty data points are collected 
from the simulation of the existing chilling plants.  
The simulated system operation started at midnight. 
As building cooling load varies, the numbers of 
operating chillers and secondary pumps varies 
accordingly in different periods. The supply water 
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temperature of two chillers is 7oC and a supply flow 
rate per pump is 100,000kg/hr. The return water 
temperature of building is 12oC. The simulated 
operating status of chillers and pumps is shown in 
Figure 2. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2  Operational state of chillers 

All four types of sensor faults are introduced to 
each flow meter in the chilling system as a single 
fault, respectively. The bias fault and complete failure 
are introduced respectively at the forty-eighth hour of 
continuous simulation. The drifting fault and 
precision degradation are added respectively at the 
seventy-two hour. The tests for all cases show the 
good performance of wavelet transform approach in 
identifying flow meter fault. The results of building 
supply water flow meter (Msb) are presented as 
follows to demonstrate the detailed performance of 
this approach for the building chilling plant. 

Bias fault 
Assuming measurement standard deviations of all 

sensors are 0.25. A bias fault of 5,000 kg/hr is 
introduced into measurement signal of building 
supply flow meter from the time of the 48th hour (the 
2880th minute) after starting. Db4 wavelet of 
Daubechies families is used to analyze all the 
measured signals and high-frequency coefficients 
(details) at first scale of four flow meters are shown 
in Figure 3. At the time of the 48th hour (the 2880th 
minute), only the high-frequency coefficient of 
building supply flow meter occurs obvious variation 
and is significantly larger than those of the other time. 
It is also found from the Figure 3 that there are some 
abnormalities where the high-frequency coefficients 
of other flow meters vary significantly. However, 
these abnormalities do not result from fault but from 
start or stop of pumps. Flow rate varies quickly when 
pump starts or stops and thus causes high-frequency 
coefficient gets large significantly. This result shows 
that wavelet analysis can also be used to detect 
operational state of pump. In addition, all temperature 
sensors have not obvious variation of high-frequency 
coefficients at the time when the fault occurs. All of 
these facts show that all sensors except building 
supply flow meter have not fault. The result in this 
simulation verifies the applicability of wavelet 
transform approach to flow meter fault identification.  
The result for the case of flow meter complete fault is 
completely similar to that of bias fault and thus is not 
discussed again. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 (a) Building supply water flow meter   (b) Bypass flow meter 
(c) Supply water flow meter of Chiller 1 
(d) Supply water flow meter of Chiller 2 

Figure 3  High-frequency coefficients of measured signals of flow meters 
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Figure 4  Isolation result of drift fault using wavelet transform 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5  Isolation result of precisions degradation fault using wavelet analysis 
 

4.3 Drift fault 
Figure 4 is the isolation result of the drift fault for 

building supply water flow meter using wavelet 
transform approach. In this case, precision degree of 
all sensors is 0.05. A drift fault with a drift coefficient 
of 0.05 is introduced into building supply water flow 
meter from the time of the 48th hour (the 2880th 
minute) after starting and the other conditions are 
identical with the case for the bias fault. We can find 
from Figure 4 that high-frequency coefficient of 
building supply water flow meter is really high at the 
time of 48th hour (the 2880th minute) and the other 
sensors have not significant variation at the time. The 
result illustrates that building supply water flow 
meter are faulty and it agrees with the given fault 
conditions of experiment. 

Precisions degradation 
Figure 5 is the isolation results of precisions 

degradation fault for building supply water flow 
meter using wavelet transform approach. The 
measurement standard deviations of all sensors are 
still 0.25. The precisions degradation fault with a 
magnitude of 1 is also introduced into building 

supply water flow meter and all other conditions are 
same as the case for the bias fault. In Figure 5, most 
high-frequency coefficients of the sensor introduced a 
fault get larger after the fault is introduced at the 48th 
hour (the 2880th minute). However, the other sensors 
behave as the case when the fault is not introduced. 
This result is same as expected. Compared with the 
previous, the result of precisions degradation is a bit 
different with the three others faults. In the above 
three examples, the significant variation of 
high-frequency coefficient occurs only at the time 
when the faults is introduced. But for precisions 
degrade fault, high-frequency coefficients vary after 
the fault is introduced and the variation magnitudes 
of high-frequency coefficients are different. This 
feature is caused by the property of precisions 
degradation fault similar to noise. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Principle component analysis (PCA) has ever 

been presented to detect, identify, diagnose and 
reconstruct the sensor faults in the central chilling 
plant of building management system. However, 
when the flow meter fault occurs in the chilling 
system, PCA cannot identify in which flow meter the 
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fault flow meter takes place. Wavelet transform has a 
good property of local time-frequency, and is 
employed in this study to isolate the flow meter faults. 
The case study demonstrates that wavelet transform 
approach has the good capability to identify the four 
kinds of flow meter faults. Therefore, in building 
management system, PCA should be applied to detect 
and diagnose the sensor faults of the central chilling 
system cooperating with wavelet transform approach. 
If a flow meter is faulty and the SVI in PCA can not 
judge which flow meter is faulty, wavelet transform 
is employed to identify which one is faulty, and then 
PCA can be used to reconstruct the faulty flow meter. 
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